
 

Minutes	Procedure	
Minute-taker submits draft to group within 10 days of meeting; members have 7 days to submit revisions (no 
response is treated as approval). 

If any revisions, minute-taker forwards revised draft to group within 3 days for electronic approval; members have 2 
days to respond (no response is treated as approval). 

Minute-taker submits approved minutes in Microsoft Word format to the Ministry Assistant to Clergy (Doug Freeman, 
dougf@plymouth.org) upon approval. 

PLYMOUTH	CAMPUS	TASK	FORCE	
Meeting	Minutes	
July	11,	2022	
	
Attendance: 

Yes No   Yes No  
■  Peg Birk   ■ Sarah Lehman, Deacon 
 ■ DeWayne Davis, Lead Minister  ■  Don Mackenzie 
■  Katie Dailey Dillon  ■  Tom Anderson 
■  Peter Eichten  ■  John Schenk 
■  Lila Franklin  ■  Brian Siska 
 ■ Dennis Gimmestad  ■  Carol Truesdell 
■  Jeff Hall, Deacon  ■  Theresa Voss 
■  E.J. Kelley   ■ Cole Williams 
■  Sonia Cairns     

GUESTS: 

Actions	Taken:	
Item 1. None 

Agenda	and	Minutes	
Meditation	
Sonia read “Hopi Elder Speaks”. The group answered the check in question “What is the one thing about this work 
that you are passionate about and want to see happen?” 
Discussion	About	Data	Sort	
Lila explained the 8 different categories that we divided comments from the congregation into: 

• Building (existing building and not-yet-existing buildings) 
• Grounds 
• Culture 
• Relationship 
• Neighborhood 
• Programs and services 
• Values 
• Miscellaneous 

We want to sort all of this information to make the data easier for the task force to use, but also to summarize to the 
congregation the things we’ve heard so they can be on board with our work. Lila noted that comments fell into two 
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types; comments expressing a concern and comments strategizing on how to deal with a concern. We are not yet at 
the point where we can point out the several big take-aways that have come from these comments, but that work is 
still to be done.  

For now, we should inform the congregation about where we are in our work to date. Later, we will have focused 
areas of action to communicate.  

The work we are ultimately talking about is a theological transformation at Plymouth, which is a tall task but one that 
is possible from this work. 

There is still much work to be done in gathering information from those not within Plymouth. E.J. Kelley has been 
talking to neighborhood groups about our work, which has been well received. These groups were excited to be in 
partnership with us and help us talk to people in the neighborhood. The concept we are working with is commonly 
called Community Led Development. 

We discussed E.J.’s conversation with Kareem Murphy and Chris Bohnhoff. Their comments centered around giving 
up control as a path to greater compliance with our values, and transformation in the context of relationship with 
others. These things allow us to have a relationship based on covenant, not on orthodoxy or control. 

The example was used about the development of Lydia House in 1999 as a move from philanthropy to substantive 
change that deals with the ills of the system.  

Farmer’s	Market	

Lila and Katie piloted the table at the farmer’s market in our parking lot last Wednesday. The attendance was rather 
low, but was a nice opportunity to be there and talk to the people who stopped by. There is a sign-up sheet in the 
Google drive on Padlet. 

Other	

Sarah Lehman and Dennis Gimmestad are leaving the task force due to personal commitments. We appreciate their 
service to the team. 

Next	Meeting	
August 1, 6:00 in person with Zoom option 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
Brian Siska 


